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Contemporary Issues in Financial Reporting 2006-04-18
with the collapse of enron and other similar scandals financial reporting and its relation to corporate governance
has become a contentious issue in this revealing book author paul rosenfield involves the reader in exploring
contemporary financial reporting and skilfully highlights the deficiencies in current methods in doing so it
provides a user oriented guide to the salient issues which affect all aspects of financial accounting
contemporary issues in financial reporting challenges the reader to critically think through the issues and
arguments involved in the practice of financial reporting it goes to the heart of the most difficult and
controversial problems investigating the major issues and commenting upon the solutions offered in financial
reporting literature the grave defects in current accepted accounting principles are demonstrated and exposed
and alternative solutions are offered written by a former secretary general of the international accounting
standards committee practitioners and accounting scholars alike will find this volume to be an essential addition
to their libraries

Understanding Financial Reporting Standards: A Non-technical
Guide 2023-10-25
if you want to understand the regulations and practices of financial accounting and reporting this is the book for
you the authors of this book have developed a unique set of material on corporate financial reporting based on
their collective years of teaching experience in this book they explain in non technical language the financial
information that companies are required to provide what are companies why are they formed companies are
not charities but are formed to provide a good income to their shareholders by selling us goods and services
large companies in the uk are mostly known as public limited companies plcs there are about 2 000 plcs in the



london stock exchange but do we understand these companies objectives and activities we can do so by
examining the financial information they provide publicly in their annual financial reports to be able to examine
the financial statements issued by companies you need to understand the regulations issued by the
international accounting standards board iasb this book explains the requirements of financial reporting
standards guidance on the disclosure requirements and examples from companies financial reports are also
provided and explained many of these company names are synonymous with our everyday lives think about
cadbury chocolate unilever diageo shell boots it is difficult to conceive our lives without their products and
services the explanation and guidance provided in this book will allow you to understand fully the operations of
such companies this is vital knowledge if you intend to do business with the companies buy their products and
services or find employment with them

An Introduction to Modern Financial Reporting Theory 2000-09-30
the adoption by the accounting standards board of its statement of principles for financial reporting in december
1999 means that we now have an authoritative conceptual framework which should govern the production of
british financial statements yet while the text of the statement is directed at members of the accounting
profession students of accounting will need to understand the framework and its repercussions an introduction
to modern financial reporting theory explains the content of the statement in an accessible language specifically
for the student of accounting and finance this text will be of direct and practical interest to students who need
to understand the contents of the new framework which helps to explain why and how financial reporting is
carried out why financial statements are prepared in the way that they are why accounting standards specify
one method rather than another how the methods specified by accounting standards relate to each other how
practice has developed and will continue to develop brian rutherford emphasizes and enlarges on the key
features of the framework provides many more examples shows how the framework applies in practice and also



offers some criticisms of its content the book clarifies to students why various methods and practices in
accounting have evolved while illustrating how they relate to each other and to the underlying function of
financial reporting this text will be essential reading on university and professional courses in advanced financial
accounting particularly courses on accounting theory and financial reporting brian rutherford is professor of
accounting at canterbury business school university kent at canterbury

Financial Accounting, Reporting, and Analysis 2017
offering both technical and interpretative content this is the only truly balanced financial accounting textbook to
provide students not only with the how and why of financial information but also guidance on what this means in
practice

Guide to Financial Reporting and Analysis 2000-07-20
navigate a sea of financial complexity due to the intricacies of contemporary business transactions the
numerous standards issued by the financial accounting standards board fasb and the vast variety of accounting
and disclosure practices with their ever changing terminology employed by reporting companies financial
statements and related disclosures have become very complex this complexity can impede the work performed
and the decisions reached by all users of financial statements especially equity and credit analysts guide to
financial reporting and analysis is designed to remedy this situation by offering practical user friendly guidance
through the use of contemporary financial statement examples extant generally accepted accounting principles
are explained and their application is demonstrated here are indispensable resources including comprehensive
point by point summaries and glossaries provided with each chapter hundreds of examples of contemporary
financial disclosures taken from actual highly recognizable companies thorough information on how reporting



and disclosure rules impact reporting practices and the implications these practices have for analysis goes
beyond anecdotes and integrates throughout relevant findings from the financial reporting and analysis
research literature and much more to help working professionals gain clarity and begin making better informed
decisions today by taking advantage of the rich treatment offered in this timely much needed guide

Financial Reporting and Corporate Governance 2007-04-02
the aim of the book is to give non accounting students a basic ability and confidence to read and use financial
accounting reports and statements within their business or financial specialties many employees in business
today are expected to be conversant with reported accounting information as part of their regular job
responsibilities however they often have little formal training in using such information for example in most
western countries corporate directors and senior executives are legally responsible for the content and quality
of publicly reported accounting statements yet typically have no accounting background or experience to help
in the discharge of these responsibilities the theme of the book is financial reporting as an essential and
significant part of corporate governance there is continuous pressure on companies from government and
stakeholder groups to improve their governance and accountability structures and procedures this book reveals
how financial statements and related disclosures assist in good governance and accountability by providing
relevant and reliable accounting signals of managerial performance

Transparency in Financial Reporting 2009-07-31
by january 2012 all major economies apart from the us will provide financial reports using international financial
reporting standards ifrs this book sets out the key differences between ifrs and us gaap from a practitioner s
perspective although financial analysts will also benefit from the material presented the financial crisis has been



attributed to among other things a perceived lack of transparency in the financial markets in general
transparency implies an ability to see the reported results of an entity s financial activities clearly and to use
these results in making investment decisions at question is the belief that transparency in financial reporting
will lead to transparency in financial markets unfortunately this link may be more subjective than most of us
wish ruth ann mcewen presents an analysis of reporting issues affecting transparency under ifrs compared with
us gaap and suggests areas of concern for preparers and users of financial reports providing an invaluable guide
for all accountancy professionals the book also contains a technical analysis of major accounting issues raised
by convergence and indicates areas of interest during initial adoption of ifrs by us entities this authoritative
book provides all the essential information required for advanced practitioners and analysts at this critical
juncture

Reading Financial Reports For Dummies 2009-03-11
the second edition includes over 25 percent new and updated information including new information on the
separate accounting and financial reporting standards for private small businesses versus public large
businesses updated information that reflects the 2007 law on international financial reporting standards new
content to match sec and other governmental regulatory changes over the past three years new information
about how the analyst corporate connection has actually changed the playing field the impact of corporate
communications and new technologies new examples that reflect the current trends updated websites and
resources



Financial Reporting and Analysis 2006-11-01
how to relate accounting information to actual business decisions how to recognize economically useful
information in statements and reports uses international accounting standards how to analyze weaknesses as
well as strengths of published financial statements there are a great many types of financial statement and
report from which essential information can be extracted this advanced level textbook shows how the student
can learn to analyze all of them and use them to extract information useful to managers investors and other
decision makers the principle of the book is decision usefulness in other words the immediate economic value of
information but legal and regulatory frameworks are also reviewed especially appropriate for advanced students
of accounting financial services and business studies

International Financial Reporting Standards 2011
this title gives private or public sector executives managers and financial analysts without a strong background
in accounting the tools they need to participate in discussions and decisions on the appropriateness or
application of international financial reporting standards

The Secret Language of Financial Reports: The Back Stories That
Can Enhance Your Investment Decisions 2007-12-31
wise investors uncover a company s real story the secret language of financial reports helps you read a
company s annual report like a good book so you can make informed investment decisions from reading the fine
print to interpreting what isn t accounted for this authoritative guide provides a road map for seeing past the



complexity and jargon in company reports in order to understand what is and is not communicated there
through numerous diagrams insightful analogies and real world based examples it deconstructs and explains
the critical aspects of an annual report by revealing 14 underlying secrets in the secret language of financial
reports mark e haskins demystifies the process of creating annual reports in order for you to fully understand
the main purposes fundamental premises basic content embedded compromises and inherent shortcomings of
these documents he offers detailed coverage of balance sheets income statements and statements of cash flow
the auditor s report financial statement notes and management s discussion and analysis strategies for applying
the information you decipher

Corporate Reporting 2008-06-30
the realm of corporate reporting has shifted significantly since the 7th edition of this book was published with
the world becoming an ever smaller place the need for a set of global reporting standards has become all the
more pressing to this end two major frameworks have emerged as the flag bearers of global financial reporting
standards viz international financial reporting standards ifrs and us gaap the former has been mandatory for all
companies listed on the jse securities exchange limited jse since 2005 the differential framework ties in well
with the recent amendments to the companies act in the form of the corporate laws amendment act claa the
claa marks the first phase of corporate law reform in south africa and aims to introduce amongst other reforms
differential reporting for limited interest companies as defined to ease the burden of financial reporting on
entities where external use of financial information is limited it will be followed by the new companies act which
is currently at the bill stage the claa has an effective date of 14 december 2007 the disclosure requirements set
out in this book apply to south african enterprises they can therefore be applied to companies close
corporations trusts and partnerships irrespective of differences in capital structure enterprises which are
subsidiaries of foreign parent companies may also be required to prepare their financial statements in a format



and with disclosure that complies with reporting standards abroad this could lead to disclosure additional to that
required in south africa as set out in this book

Worldwide Financial Reporting 2006-04-13
international accounting standards tend to converge as do auditing enforcement and corporate governance
whereas trading of equity shares remains essentially national the book provides a thorough analysis of what
information investors really need how financial accounting systems developed and their current requirements in
major commercial countries and examines current issues particularly the benefits and costs a single or multiple
accounting standards the bases for accounting standards and limitations to accounting disclosure in financial
statements

Corporate Financial Reporting and Performance 2015-11-05
globalization and the accompanying investment facilities available have resulted in rapid popularity for
international financial reporting standards ifrs however differences often exist in terms of what firms report and
once inconsistency between tax regulations and financial reporting regulations occur differences between
taxable and accounting practices are inevitable this book introduces a new approach to corporate financial
reporting by investigating goal incongruence ging in the context of the principal and agent pa setting the
authors argue that improving the method for the disclosure of information would not only increase the quality of
corporate financial information and reporting but also reduce the possibility of any ging arising this book
presents the financial implications of international accounting and financial reporting standards ias and ifrs
presenting numerous real life situations cases examples and implications to reveal how ging might influence the
implementation of corporate financial reporting of profit volumes and sizes which are the leading drivers of and



widely accepted proxies for corporate financial performance

Financial Reporting and Analysis 2017-02-14
for the first time revsine s financial reporting analysis will feature connect the premier digital teaching and
learning tool that allows instructors to assign and assess course material financial reporting analysis fr a by
revsine collins johnson mittelstaedt emphasizes both the process of financial reporting and the analysis of
financial statements this book employs a true user perspective by discussing the contracting and decision
implications of accounting helping readers understand why accounting choices are so important and to whom
they matter revsine collins johnson and mittelstaedt train their readers to be good financial detectives by
enabling them to read use and interpret the statements most importantly fr a helps students understand how
and why managers can utilize the flexibility in gaap to adapt the numbers for their own purposes

Corporate Financial Reporting 2003-02-28
the internet bubble has collapsed and the largest bankruptcy in us history enron has made the call for greater
transparency in financial reporting more important than ever andrew higson draws attention to what is a true
and fair view in reporting and critically examines accounting theory and modern practice

International Financial Reporting Standards 2009-04-03
applying international financial reporting standards ifrs in a business situation can have a signficant effect on
the financial results and position of a division or an entire business enterprise international financial reporting
standards a practical guide gives private or public sector executives managers and financial analysts without a



strong background in accounting the tools they need to participate in discussions and decisions on the
appropriateness or application of ifrs each chapter summarizes an international financial reporting standard
following a consistent structure objective of the standard scope of the standard key concepts accounting
treatment presentation and disclosure financial analysis and interpretation many chapters of the book also
contain examples that illustrate the practical application of key concepts in a particular standard the publication
includes all of the standards issued by the international accounting standards board iasb through december
2008

Introductory Financial Accounting 2008
a comprehensive guide to reading and understanding financial reports financial reports provide vital information
to investors lenders and managers yet the financial statements in a financial report seem to be written in a
foreign language that only accountants can understand this comprehensive version of how to read a financial
report breaks through that language barrier clears away the fog and offers a plain english user s guide to
financial reports the book features new information on the move toward separate financial and accounting
reporting standards for private companies the emergence of websites offering financial information pending
changes in the auditor s report language and what this means to investors and requirements for xbrl tagging in
reporting to the sec among other topics makes it easy to understand what financial reports really say updated
to include the latest information financial reporting standards and regulatory changes written by an author team
with a combined 50 plus years of experience in financial accounting this comprehensive edition includes an
ancillary website containing valuable additional resources with this comprehensive version of how to read a
financial report investors will find everything they need to fully understand the profit cash flow and financial
condition of any business



The Comprehensive Guide on How to Read a Financial Report, +
Website 2014-01-28
an all encompassing guide to the elements and basics of fair value with the important role fair value is playing
in the creation of a converged set of global accounting standards demand for products in this category is
growing spectacularly the elements and basics of fair value are covered including risk dealing with the sec and
details on legal responsibility in addition sample financial statements are included along with tables
recommended applicable techniques and management checklists for those who are responsible for preparing
and approving of financial statements written by the chairman and co ceo of the international association of
consultants valuators and analysts iacva includes sample financial statements of both u s and foreign
companies appropriate for anyone involved professionally with finance managers accountants investors bankers
instructors and students the professional s guide to fair value is a reliable reference on the ins and outs of fair
value financial disclosure

The Professional's Guide to Fair Value 2012-01-10
the updated new edition of the comprehensive guide to reading and understanding financial reports financial
reports are used to provide a range of vital information including an organization s cash flow financial condition
and profit performance aka the big three financial statements financial statements are often complex and
extremely difficult to understand for anyone other than accounting and finance professionals how to read a
financial report enablesinvestors lenders business leaders analysts and managers to read analyze and interpret
financial accounting reports designed specifically for non specialists this reader friendly resource covers the
fundamentals of financial reporting in jargon free english topics such as sales revenue recognition costs of



goods sold sources uses of capital cash non cash expenses e g depreciation expense income tax obligations
understanding profits financial stability and financial statement ratios analysis are covered throughout the book
now in its ninth edition this bestselling guide has been thoroughly revised to reflect changes in accounting and
financial reporting rules current practices and recent trends new and expanded content explains managing cash
flow illustrates the deceitful misrepresentation of profits in some financial reports aka financial engineering and
more further end of chapter activities help readers learn the intricacies of the balance sheet and cash flow
statement while updated sections address shifts in regulatory standards written by two highly experienced
experts in financial accounting this resource enables readers to cut through the noise and focus on what
financial reports and financial statements are really saying about a company clarifies commonly misunderstood
aspects of financial reporting and how companies can financially engineer operating results offers
comprehensive step by step guidance on analyzing financial reports provides numerous examples and
explanations of various types of financial reports and analysis tools

How to Read a Financial Report 2020-01-30
a one stop resource for understanding current international financial reporting standards as the international
accounting standards board iasb makes significant strides in achieving global convergence of accounting
standards worldwide the international financial reporting standards ifrs become extremely important to the
accounting world wiley ifrs 2011 provides the necessary tools for understanding the iasb standards and offers
practical guidance and expertise on how to use and implement them covers the most recent international
financial reporting standards ifrs and ifric interpretations an indispensable guide to ifrs compliance provides a
complete explanation of all ifrs requirements coupled with copious illustrations of how to apply the rules in
complex real world situations written by two well known international experts on the subject with hands on
experience in applying these standards this book is an indispensable guide to ifrs compliance



Manual of Financial Reporting and Accounting 1982
oriented toward concepts rather than procedures and based on materials which have appeared in previous
publications with a major portion taken from the author s experiences reflects the author s perspective on the
financial reporting environment and based upon two major sources of experience research and institutional the
third edition of financial reporting an accounting revolution has been revised to include the feltham ohlson
framework and a discussion of key features of financial reporting it acknowledges recent research incorporating
balance sheet as well as earnings variables it also reflects recent empirical research that adopts a balance sheet
perspective an essential reference for all financial professionals including analysts regulators and managers

Wiley Interpretation and Application of International Financial
Reporting Standards 2011 2011-01-25
this edition involves students with financial statements by using real world examples it builds skills in analysing
real financial reports through statements exhibits and cases of actual companies

Usefulness to Investors and Creditors of Information Provided by
Financial Reporting 1987
wiley international financial reporting trends provides copious examples of footnote disclosures and financial
statement formats carefully culled from the world s leading international companies global 500 that are already
compliant with ifrs and report under ifrs standards promulgated by the international accounting standards board
the iasb arranged topically this book is a quick source of reference to find answers to issues of interest to



financial statement preparers it provides hundreds of illustrations taken from financial statements prepared
under ifrs by global conglomerates thereby helping preparers and users of financial statements to expeditiously
obtain examples of footnote disclosures and financial statements presented under these standards which are
popularly referred to as principles based standards as opposed to rules based standards additionally wiley
international financial reporting trends contains comparisons of ifrs to us gaap indian gaap and chinese gaap
making it a truly global reference resource

Financial Reporting 1989
international financial reporting standards a framework based perspective links broad concepts and general
accounting principles to the specific requirements of ifrs to help students develop and understand the
judgments required in using a principle based standard although it is still unclear whether the us will adopt ifrs
the global business environment makes it necessary for accounting students and professionals to be bilingual in
both us gaap and ifrs this comprehensive textbook offers a clear presentation of the concepts underlying ifrs a
conceptual framework to guide students in interpreting and applying ifrs rules a comparison between ifrs and us
gaap to develop students understanding of the requirements of each standard real world examples and case
studies to link accounting theory to practice while also exposing students to different interpretations and
applications of ifrs end of chapter material covering other aspects of financial reporting including international
auditing standards international ethics standards and corporate governance and enforcement as well as
emerging topics such as integrated accounting sustainability and social responsibility accounting and new forms
of financial reporting burton jermakowicz have crafted a thorough and extensive tool to give students a
competitive edge in understanding and applying ifrs a companion website provides additional support for both
students and instructors



Financial reporting & analysis 2008-04
with the growing integration of the international economy the need for established systems of classification in
financial reporting becomes ever more important chris nobes asks whether classification is possible or even
useful and offers a critical analysis of the current attempts to discern an order in the variety of accounting
practices revised and updated to reflect the post ifrs era this book will be of interest to academics
postgraduates and undergraduates in international accounting accounting theory and to international
accounting professionals

Wiley International Trends in Financial Reporting under IFRS
2012-10-05
as a result of the global convergence of financial reporting standards u s gaap is changing profoundly u s gaap
is also being abandoned by many public and private companies and will eventually be replaced by a higher
quality set of global standards the convergence guidebook for corporate financial reporting provides the timely
practical guidance that cfos controllers and other financial managers need in order to prepare for the impact of
convergence on their companies departments and careers guidebook readers will also learn why they must
begin preparing for the next big challenge in corporate financial reporting now

International Financial Reporting Standards 2015-02-20
never before has a single reference provided such quick access to every critical aspect of financial reporting in
addition to covering the new sarbanes oxley legislation sec rules and regulations and corporate governance



standards promulgated by the independence standards board and the aicpa at institutions such as new york
stock exchange nasdaq and the american stock exchange the financial reporting handbook tackles important
underlying themes such as the centrality of the audit committee the individual responsibility of executives and
the integrity of the outside auditor best of all the financial reporting handbook will be updated every quarter
with the relevant laws and regulations that are developed and implemented

International Classification of Financial Reporting 2014
the one indispensable guide to ifrs compliance wiley ifrs 2008 is the comprehensive source for guidance in
applying ifrs to complex real world fact situations and is equally valuable for preparers auditors and users of
financial reports to facilitate the reader s understanding the book includes both examples created to explain
particular ifrs requirements and selections from actual published financial statements which have been
copiously provided throughout illustrating all key concepts barry j epstein chicago il is a partner with russell
novak company llp where he specializes in technical and litigation consultation on u s and international
accounting and auditing matters and corporate governance eva k jermakowicz phd cpa nashville tn is a
university professor and a leading consultant to international organizations and businesses she is a frequent
speaker at international venues and has 25 years of teaching experience

The Relationships Between Financial Reporting and the
Measurement of Financial Condition 1992
based on a study covering a one year financial reporting cycle at a commercial subsidiary of a well known
scientific research organization inside accounting examines how accountants and non accounting managers



construct their company s earnings addressing issues in both internal management accounting such as
budgeting performance evaluation and control as well as external financial accounting such as book keeping
monthly year end accounts and auditing david leung focuses on how people classify transactions make
professional judgments and use computer software for accounting and prepare for and facilitate the auditing
process he also looks at accountancy training and the impact of people s affiliations to the accounting
profession or other professions on their accounting and on their perceptions of financial statements other
contingent or contextual factors that influence the choice of accounting method such as time pressure reward
structures management authority and institutions are also considered david leung s research employs an
innovative blend of theory and practice that redresses the imbalance between ethnographic studies of financial
accounting and management accounting and helps close the gap between the academic curriculum and the
experiences of practitioners his research leads the author to conclude that no act of accounting classification is
ever indefeasibly correct that the accounting community s institutions and authority are central to the
accounting process and to the truth and fairness of accounting numbers that accounting training involves
extensive use of learning by doing and that both accountants and non accounting managers have goals and
interests that often result in no better than good enough accounting this book will appeal to accounting and
finance professionals and academics in finance as well as to sociologists and academic researchers interested in
research methods and science studies

Convergence Guidebook for Corporate Financial Reporting
2009-02-23
publisher description unedited publisher data counter why yesterday s accounting model doesn t work anymore
and how it can be fixed as congress and the nation debate the state of accounting today rethinking the rules of
financial accounting examines the governing set of laws and proposes needed upgrades and improvements



prolific writer robert anthony examines and discusses how and why specific rules of accounting contain
inconsistencies resulting in conflicting reports and ways to correct the defects for reliable financial information
robert anthony continues to help generations of students and professionals learn and apply the rules of
accounting now he turns his sights to practitioners as he discusses how today s rules and standards were first
developed ways to improve each of the four key financial statements implementation of changes in the rules for
governing the financial reporting model

Financial Reporting Handbook 2003
stepping up financial reporting systems in an expanding global economy the united states already has the most
stringent financial reporting requirements in the world due to its generally accepted accounting principles gaap
now financial institutions must also contend with the global impact of new stipulations regarding auditing and
reporting practices this book provides comprehensive guidance as to what companies should now be doing to
make their financial reporting more efficient and reliable and illustrates how a sound internal control policy
based on the work of the treadway commission and the coso report will be a requirement for the organization
that wants to compete in the evolving global marketplace based on months of research by the author reliable
financial reporting and internal control brings together three issues crucial to risk management internal control
and international accounting standards reliable financial reporting as defined by coso the new capital adequacy
framework by the basle committee on banking supervision also covered is the work accomplished by the federal
reserve and the international organizations of securities commissions iosco here is a must have guide for cfos
controllers and other corporate financial personnel in multinational companies and other companies who do
business globally as well as internal and external auditors bank managers and brokers



The Modern Theory of Financial Reporting 1987
the book begins with an overview of how and why the present self regulatory arrangement for setting standards
for financial reporting in the private sector came about in 1973 a brief description of the new structure is
followed by a discussion of the essential elements of meaningful self regulation a schism emerged between
advocates of neutrality and objectivity in standard setting and those who think the primary concern should be
for possible economic and social consequences early clashes between traditional views and newer insights are
described setting the stage for an account of serious resistance to change powerful interests mount determined
efforts to thwart the standard setters undercutting not only self regulation but also the intent of the federal
securities acts of 1933 and 1934 the practical and philosophical bases for the opposing views are examined and
recommendations are presented for ensuring continuation of private sector standard setting despite the
intensity of these views

Wiley IFRS 2008 2008-03-28
corporate financial accounting and reporting is a comprehensive accounting textbook directed at those using
financial reports its aim is to help current and future managers gain a thorough understanding of companies
published reports and is unique in the fact that it covers all three years of a traditional financial accounting
course the text is divided into 3 parts the first covers the foundations of accounting the second part considers
the components of financial statements in more depth and the third part explores how investors analyse
financial statements recognising the increasingly international nature of accounting this book provides full
coverage of international accounting standards with the european union s company law directives providing its
legal framework corporate financial accounting and reporting is designed for international mba programmes and
specialist postgraduate programmes in international business finance in europe it can also be used in



international business programmes at the undergraduate level

Inside Accounting 2016-05-23
the globally sourced guide to the latest ifrs with practical application advice wiley ifrs 2015 is a complete guide
to the latest international financial reporting standards set forth by the international accounting standards board
written by an international team of experts in global accounting standards this guide provides detailed
information on the latest changes to the ifrs with comprehensive coverage of ifric interpretations and the tools
needed to maintain ifrs compliance readers will find clear concise explanations delineated by topic for easy
navigation designed for both quick reference in depth study with practical advice for implementing ifrs in real
life scenarios the goal of the iasb is to achieve global convergence of accounting standards reducing preparation
costs and facilitating the assessment of business outcomes the ifrs are a key part of the strategy simplifying
reporting for multinational corporations and the analysts and investors tasked with evaluating results wiley ifrs
2015 details the most recent changes to the standards with expert guidance toward implementation readers will
grasp the underlying framework of the international financial reporting standards understand how to interpret
the standards and apply them in the real world follow the disclosure checklist to verify completeness and ifrs
compliance learn from the experts when implementing ifrs for the first time more and more countries are either
adopting ifrs or adapting local standards to align with those set by the iasb the standards change annually and
failure to stay up to date can affect business strategy and outcomes especially when working internationally
wiley ifrs 2015 provides the latest information and expert guidance helping practitioners match ifrs to real world
practice



Rethinking the Rules of Financial Accounting 2004

Reliable Financial Reporting and Internal Control 2000-05-18

Setting Standards for Financial Reporting 1994-07-21

Corporate Financial Accounting and Reporting 2004

Wiley IFRS 2015 2015-02-02
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